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I would like to share with you what I did for Fukui promotion.
In my campus, we had this class about Japan and globalization where we talked about
Japan and its globalization. On one occasion, I received the privilege from the professor
to have 2 sessions of the class (around 100 minutes) to present my experience in Fukui.
I presented a slideshow to my 72 classmates all about Fukui. I talked about Fukui, its
traditional/local industries (such as echizen shikki, echizen bamboo, echizen washi, etc),
and so on, not forgetting about its beauty in nature and people.
Passionately, I shared my experience with the class and one of the people who gave
questions in the session told me that they wish they could go to Fukui because it seems
to be a very wonderful place. Since we all live in Jakarta, which is a big city in Indonesia
with full of cars and traffic, most of us adore visiting such peaceful place like Fukui.
I am attaching some photos of the presentation. However, unfortunately, due to data
error in the phone, only one of the photos can be retrieved.. The rest had an error and
could not be opened. For this, I apologize.
In one of the photos (photo: Fukui presentation 1), I was explaining about Echizen shikki
and the wonderful sensei who kindly taught us about shikki.
Last April, I also revisited Fukui for a week. This time, some friend from Indonesia came
along (photo: Revisit Fukui). She was curious about Fukui so together we explored Fukui.
She loved the trip.
Last but not least, a local Japan-Indonesia newspaper, "Halo Jepang!", covered an article
about Fukui university where I studied as an exchange student (photo: Fukui in local
news). It was just a small gesture, but I brought the newspaper to the office where I

work at at the moment and showed and shared my experience and story in Fukui with
my colleagues.
Basically, anywhere I go I always share a story about Fukui like it is part of myself.
Anytime I introduce myself, I always attach my experience in Fukui.
I think that is all I can share for now. I hope in the future I can share stories about Fukui
with even more people and make them feel welcomed to visit Fukui anytime.
Thank you.
Best regards,
Annisa N. Issadi
Fukui local News
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